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Dear Capital and Regional 

Proposed redevelopment of Walthamstow Mall 

We are writing following your public consultation and meetings to give our views on your current 
proposals and hope that these are helpful as you progress towards a planning application.  

In principle, we support the strengthening and enhancement to the Mall as a key facility in the town 
centre.  A mixed-use scheme will increase footfall, contribute to the Council’s housing targets and if 
designed well, can be a positive benefit to Walthamstow.   

Public and professional consultation 

We are also pleased at the level of public engagement undertaken by you and your team.  We are 
however, concerned that the majority of changes to the scheme arising from public feedback appear 
to be relatively cosmetic at present.  Whilst we understand that some people are opposed to the 
development in principle - which cannot be accommodated in your proposals - we would be keen to 
know if there were any constructive comments on the height, massing, design and layout and whether 
these have directly informed the proposals.   

We also feel that the public exhibition material is not as comprehensive as it should be, in that there is 
very little information about the residential elements.  Aside from the form of the application, these 
are nonetheless a major component of the scheme and are apparently intrinsically connected 
financially.  It therefore seems important that members of the public fully understand what is being 
proposed and the public information should facilitate this better.   

We also note that positive feedback from the previous exhibition is prioritised in the presentation, 
whilst negative feedback is only referred to indirectly.   We understand you may find this difficult to 
incorporate constructively, but we feel that it is important that the controversial nature of the scheme 
is acknowledged, so that you can address both positive and negative feedback in your proposals.  It is 
unlikely that any scheme of this scale and nature could satisfy everyone’s views, but we think that the 
debate is an essential part of improving the scheme and would encourage you to engage with and 
specifically address all aspects of the feedback you have received within your planning application.  

We are also pleased that you are holding several design reviews with CABE.  We understand that, as 
this is not via the Council’s own CABE-facilitated design review panel, pre-application advice may not 
be required to be published.  We would strongly urge you to make your CABE reports public 
(verbatim) as part of a planning application and from what you have told us, the advice they have 
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provided will be addressed by your proposals.  A further design review (or chair’s review) following an 
application could help to make this clear.    

Form of the application 

We do not have any objection in principle to tall buildings on this site, as supported in the town 
centre growth area, but we believe that the highest design quality must be secured through the 
planning process, as required by policy CS15.  The impact of tall buildings is highly dependent on 
their detailed design, materials and articulation and so we do not believe that an outline application 
for these elements can be adequately assessed in terms of impact.  Tall buildings are relatively new to 
the area and to gain public acceptance, we feel it is important that everyone can assess the quality of 
them as they will appear, not just their outlines.  Illustrative information cannot make up for a detailed 
application as it is indicative only.  We also don’t believe that this would be an appropriate use for a 
‘design code’ as these are intended to achieve consistency across multiple sites over time, rather than 
specific application to a single development.  We do understand the need to retain flexibility in 
absence of a housing partner, but we believe that a detailed application could be made and 
adjustments submitted as amendments if required.   

The Town square 

You are currently proposing a significant reduction of public space in the centre of Walthamstow.  
This space is a precious public commodity and ever more so as the population increases.  
Conceptually, your proposals envisage the conversion of an expansive and varied landscape - 
originally laid out in the form of a suburban amenity space - into a high-density urban town square.  
We believe that a very strong case has to be made as to the public benefit that would be gained from 
this loss of public space and we do not believe that this can be made without a firm, wider strategy 
for the town square.  

In terms of design, the existing space is defined by the landscape, more than by the buildings 
surrounding it.  A high-density urban town centre square would normally be defined entirely by the 
surrounding buildings, with active and continuous frontages.  Your scheme only addresses two sides 
of the square and so this conversion cannot be completed, leaving an unresolved space.  Furthermore, 
the layout of the space is led entirely by the expansion of the Mall and so the arrival points do not 
seem to be properly considered within the wider context.  We understand that it is not in your gift to 
design the whole of the space and its surroundings, but we do not believe it is acceptable to leave the 
main public space in Walthamstow unresolved and we also believe that your proposal represents a 
once in a generation catalyst for holistic change to be made.   

We therefore believe that a specific, long-term masterplan for the town square must be published by 
the Council prior to your application being considered.  This could be informal or formally adopted, 
but it must be made public for it to have validity.  As a minimum, it should set out a clear, long-term 
ambition for the space and its surrounding sites and a framework for the reconfiguration and 
improvement of: the bus station, the underground station, the rail station, Selborne Road and the 
pedestrian crossings, the NatWest and Post office buildings, library and service yard area, connection 
with the High Street and basis for extensions to the Mall.  Arrival points and routes through the space 
should be governed by this, for your proposals to respond to.    

It should also include a design code for frontages to the square. These can all be delivered 
independently over time, but will only contribute positively to the space if they are anticipated within 
a specific and clear strategy.  At present, we find it difficult to understand how the Council are not 
more publicly and proactively involved in the most significant scheme in the Borough and in which 
they are a major landowner and stakeholder.   

Height and massing 

At two retail storeys high (say 10m?), the new building to the south of the space will overshadow part 
of the space.  We think that some of the CGIs at least should accurately show shadows across the 



space - both from the lower buildings and the towers - as will be the case for long parts of the day.  
We understand that sunlight studies have been completed and we think these should be published in 
advance of the application, so the public can decide whether enough sunlight will reach the square 
with the current massing.   

We also believe that verified views should be published so that people can understand that the 
buildings will be visible from across Walthamstow.  We do understand that verified views can be 
misunderstood on their own, but that is partly why we believe a full detailed application is necessary 
for this scheme to be fully understood and assessed.   

Layout 

Aside from the issues of increased footprint and the wider masterplan, we believe that the general 
layout of the scheme appears well-considered and in particular we welcome the residential ‘front 
door’ being accessed from the square. 

Landscape 

The current proposals appear to be trying to tread a difficult line between an entirely new type of 
town centre space and retained remnants of the existing.  We feel this should be clarified and that 
there may be too many elements in the smaller amount of public space.  We understand the space 
will continue to be owned and maintained by the Council and we believe that a thorough cost plan 
for the future maintenance of the site should be agreed with the Council and set out in the 
application.  We also think that more can be done to anticipate short to medium term improvements 
to the eastern edge of the space, such as re-landscaping the service yard and considering kiosks 
along the bus station boundary.  

Materials and detailed design 

The current image looking from the east to the west at the former BHS unit shows a stark contrast 
between the new and the old.  We think this appears clumsy and that the new treatment should 
continue around the corner to make a more subtle connection.  We welcome the ambition for high 
quality materials and detailing, but think that the design of the facades could feel overbearing. The 
use of motifs or patterns on the facades may help to break down the mass, but combined with the 
mixed materials and pronounced articulation, we think the facades may appear too ‘busy’ and could 
be simplified.   

Affordable housing 

Whilst not specifically a design issue, we feel that you should be open and clear about your affordable 
housing strategy.  Several recent large schemes have delivered levels of affordable housing well below 
policy and this has led to public disenchantment with large residential schemes and a loss of support 
for the Borough’s significant housing targets.  We understand that affordable housing requirements 
needs to be assessed through policy-compliant processes, but it would certainly be helpful if you are 
able to publicly state what levels and mix you are targeting. 

Timescales 

We are encouraged that you have not rushed the design development of your proposals to date and 
hope that you will continue this approach so that the best possible application, with appropriate 
support and context from the Council as landowner and key stakeholder can be submitted.  

We hope that our comments are found to be helpful and constructive, as they are intended and we 
look forward to seeing further refinement of the proposals.  
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